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Trade Accounts

You can apply for a trade account by visiting:
helenmoore.com/trade-application

Alternatively you can contact us on the below
sales@helenmoore.com
+44 (0) 1884 860900

Connect with Helen Moore

@helenmooreengland

/helenmooreengland

/helen-moore-england

Inspired by our love for classic design 
and contemporary living, our Autumn 
Winter 2023 Collection reflects our 
commitment to beautiful fashion made 
well.

When we set out to create this season’s 
collection, we had a few themes 
running through our minds – certain 
moods and phrases that kept coming 
back again and again. It’s good to go 
with your instincts, isn’t it? So, this year 
we followed our hearts as well as our 
heads and have created a beautifully 
considered collection inspired by 
natural beauty and understated luxury. 

Luxury is in the detail, so this year we set out to ensure every pattern, fit, and finish was 
perfect. Although we have successfully sold the Pillbox hat for almost twenty years we’ve 
made some tiny alterations making it the best faux fur hat to own and cherish for years, 
and now in one size! New products include a perfect Slouch Bag, Luxe Scarf, Buckle 
Scarf, Coco Collar and more.

In this era of transformation within our industry, we have been presented with a unique 
opportunity to lead conversations in sustainability and change the way we shop and  
relationship we have with our clothes and the people who make them. We understand 
the significance of our design and manufacturing choices for you, and your customers so 
we continue to make everything in our own factory in Devon, source the very best luxury 
faux furs and employ an incredible team from the local community. 

We wish you all a very successful 2023

Hester and Jessica x

Autumn Winter 2023

http://helenmoore.com/trade-application
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Petite Loop Scarf
A Petite Loop scarf, so light and easy to wear. Slip the tail through the loop to 
make a snug and cosy scarf. This season’s lovely faux furs will add softness 

and a pop of colour.

Silver LeopardRoyal Blue Truffle

Blaze Midnight Blue Ocelot
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Multi Vixen
Vibrant and confident, our amazing Multi Vixen scarves are designed to be big, 

bold, fun and fabulous! 

Drift Play

Power Vision
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Tippet Scarf
A signature Helen Moore design, the classic Tippet Scarf adds texture and detail. 

Wear in a crossover style with a pull-through elastic loop.

TruffleOcelot

Silver LeopardConkerAppaloosa

Royal Blue
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Tiptop Scarf
The Tiptop Scarf is the best little faux fur crossover we’ve ever designed, bridging 

the gap between a scarf and a collar, it’s so easy to wear. Tuck one tail through the 
other and it fits beautifully, adding texture and colour to whatever you’re wearing. 

Lined in cosy super velvet.

Jet

Silver Leopard

Apple

Royal Blue Truffle
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Buckle Scarf
NEW from Helen Moore the Buckle Scarf combines all the best features of a stole 
and a scarf and feels so great to wear. The leather buckle holds the scarf in place, 

but also creates folds and texture in the luxurious faux fur. Lined in Velboa.

JetConker

Oyster
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Pom Collar

Royal Blue

Truffle Jet

The faux fur Pom Collar is now oversized with a bigger, fluffier-than-ever  
super soft pom pom.
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Dolly Collar

Blossom Cloud Conker

Midnight

The Dolly Collar is a fantastic design which can be worn in two ways, as a simple 
faux fur collar or with a scarf. The Dolly Collar has loops on the reverse through 

which a favourite scarf can be threaded.
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Ruffle Scarf
The Ruffle Scarf is stretch-gathered to emphasise the texture of our super soft 
Cloud faux furs. Very easy to wear and held in place with an elasticated loop.

Blossom CloudBiscuit Cloud

Mist Cloud

Cappuccino Cloud

Grey Cloud
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Luxe Scarf
The Luxe Scarf is a big hug of super soft faux fur, styled to wrap you up against the 
winter chills. Designed so that one tail slips through the other and lined in Velboa.

Silver LeopardMidnight

Truffle
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Coco Collar
NEW for 2023, the Coco Collar is chic and super snug. Choose from faux 

fur or faux sheepskin to create a cosy winter look, a brilliant accessory that is 
a lovely way to dress up coats jacket and jumpers you already own. Fastens 

with a magnetic clasp.

BlazeBlack Sheepskin

Silver LeopardOyster
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Stole
Pure glamour. The elegant faux fur Stole combines timeless style with texture and 
warmth. This luxurious stole can be draped over the arms or fastened with a hook 

and eye. Perfect for winter weddings and evening wear.

Blossom CloudJet

Biscuit Cloud Cappuccino CloudTruffle
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Pocket Stole
A vintage-inspired faux fur stole with beautiful shaping. This is an elegant stole 
perfect for any occasion. It features neatly hidden pockets and relaxed styling.

Blush

Magenta

Black Quail

Ivory CloudErmine

Truffle

Whisper
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Gilet
A beautifully cut faux fur gilet in an easy to wear design, perfect for creating 

a layered look, as well as keeping you warm! It has a hook and eye fastening 
and is lined with satin.

Black Quail Silver Leopard

Truffle
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Clutch Bag
Faux fur is just the best way to add texture and interest. Available in beautiful animal 

prints and new faux sheepskin, this gorgeous clutch is a great size for everyday 
essentials. Featuring a leather wrist strap, the clutch bag is lined in matching cotton 

with a metallic zip and branded Helen Moore tag.

Appaloosa Black Sheepskin

Pebble SheepskinOcelot
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Joy Bag
The Joy Bag is a fun-loving tote in a choice of two-tone bold and bright 

colours, classic Jet black or Ocelot animal print. Featuring chunky shaping 
and fluffy faux fur handles it is lined in cotton drill and also has an internal 

pocket and a magnetic clasp.

Apple / Dusky Royal Blue / Midnight

OcelotJet
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Slouch Bag
A curvy, slouchy bag with gathered faux fur to give perfect shaping. A single 
shoulder strap makes the relaxed slouchy shape. A lovely bag for everyday 
which adds colour and texture. Lined in cotton drill with an internal pocket 

and magnetic closure. 

Black Sheepskin

Truffle

Oyster Pebble Sheepskin

Silver Leopard
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Drawstring Bag
The mini drawstring bag in soft faux fur or faux sheepskin is a great way to carry 
your absolute necessities around with you. It has a toggle drawstring and a long 

shoulder strap which is detachable.

Silver Leopard

Pebble SheepskinOyster
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Pom Pom Bag Charm
A perfect pom pom, soft fluffy, and irresistible. The pom pom features a keyring 
attachment in plated gold or silver and a faux leather strap with a Helen Moore 

branded tag. Attach to a bag for an added detail.

Powder BluePistachioOpal

Dusky

CoralCola RedCandy

ErmineElectric Blue Heather Jet

AubergineApple Blaze

Bubblegum

Truflle

TreacleRoyal Blue
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Hood
Inspired by a vintage ski wear design - think Audrey Hepburn in Aspen, the faux fur 
hood is the perfect antidote to winter weather. Combining the most luxurious faux 

fur with an ultra soft velboa lining, the hood is destined to be a favourite this season.

One size.

Silver Leopard

Ermine Jet
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Huff Headband

Black Quail ConkerAppaloosa

Silver Leopard TruffleRoyal Blue

MidnightJetErmine

Dusky

Lynx

A true classic. Create a fabulous look with the faux fur Huff Headband. It’s so easy 
to pop in your bag on a cold day and is perfect for the ski season. Style with many 

other accessories in the collection.
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Brim Hat
A deeper, softer than ever faux fur Brim Hat which is just perfect for winter 
days. The roller style brim wraps around the head and looks so luxurious. 

Featuring a Velboa crown. One size.

Silver LeopardJet Truffle

Cola Red Conker Ermine
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Pillbox Hat
New for 2023 the Helen Moore Pillbox Hat is the same … but different. Some truly 

clever re-shaping and a few careful tweaks here and there, now mean that our 
Pillbox suits absolutely everyone and the fit is better than ever. Lined in soft velboa. 

One size.

Ocelot

MidnightErmine Jet

ConkerBlack Quail

TruffleSilver LeopardRoyal Blue
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Wrist Warmers
It’s all in the detail! Helen Moore double-sided faux fur wrist warmers can be easily 

slipped on to the cuff of a favourite jacket for the perfect finishing touch.

TruffleSilver LeopardRoyal Blue

Pebble SheepskinJetErmine

ConkerCola RedAppaloosa
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Eye Masks
The Cloud faux fur eye mask is so soft and light. It will help you doze off without any 
distractions as it blocks out the light, giving your eyes a lovely restful break. After a 
long day looking at screens give yourself the opportunity to stop, take a beat and 

just check in with where you are.

.

Grey Cloud

Pebble Sheepskin

Cappuccino Cloud Mist Cloud

Biscuit Cloud Black Sheepskin Blossom Cloud
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Slipper Boots

Black SheepskinBiscuit Cloud Blossom Cloud Royal Blue

Truffle Silver Leopard

Ocelot

Ermine Lynx

An exclusive Helen Moore design. Faux fur Slipper Boots are truly luxurious and 
feel so warm and cosy. Available in three sizes, these indoor slipper boots have a 

Sherpa fleece double lining for comfort and a heavy-duty faux suede sole.
.

Midnight Pebble Sheepskin
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Slippers

Biscuit Cloud Blossom Cloud

The most luxurious faux fur slippers imaginable! Our new updated design hugs the 
heel making these supersoft slippers look and feel so inviting, you’ll want to put 

them on as soon as you come home.

Grey Cloud
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Hot Water Bottle
A timeless luxury. Practical as well as beautiful, our hot water bottles are handmade 

in England using our most luxurious faux furs. Now available in two sizes.

Pebble Sheepskin

Biscuit Cloud Black SheepskinAppaloosa

Mist Cloud

Truffle

OcelotLynx

Silver Leopard

JetErmineCappuccino Cloud

Blossom Cloud

Grey Cloud
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Make Up Bag

Biscuit Cloud

Cappuccino Cloud

Black Sheepskin Blossom Cloud

From the Wellbeing Collection, our faux fur makeup bags are so pretty and super 
soft to the touch. Enjoy a little luxury in your life and take a moment for yourself. Our 
make-up bags can be paired with other items in the Wellbeing Collection and also 

make wonderful gifts.

Lined in sustainable recycled cotton which is made from offcuts from the fast fashion 
industry. Finished with a branded Helen Moore zip and tag.

Pebble Sheepskin

Grey Cloud Mist Cloud
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Wheat Pillow

Biscuit Cloud

Mist Cloud

Blossom Cloud

The ultimate self-care solution if you’re feeling tired or stressed and need some rest 
and relaxation. The super soft cloud faux fur cover encloses a natural wheat bag 

which can be warmed in the microwave or on a radiator. Alternatively, freeze the inner 
bag for 30 minutes to create a cool compress for aching muscles or headaches.

Cappuccino Cloud Grey Cloud
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Wheat Eye Pillow
Therapeutic and so comforting, the eye pillow is made in soft cloud faux fur and 

contains a removable wheat bag which can be heated for hot therapy or cooled in 
the freezer to soothe an aching head. After a challenging day, use this little luxury to 

give your body a moment to reset, and your mind a moment to rest.

Enjoy the luxury of our soft cloud faux furs in a choice of beautiful colours.

Biscuit Cloud Blossom Cloud

Cappuccino Cloud

Mist Cloud

Grey Cloud
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